InVest: 12 – Be a Golden Tree of Life
In the Book of Revelation 20-21, John describes his vision of the New JerUSAlem descending
from heaven to Earth. This new city of light or I Am Nation is composed of 12 gates and 12
foundations, which are adorned with 12 pearls and 12 precious stones. These represent the 12
divine powers that we have in I Am consciousness: faith, strength, love, wisdom, etc.
The city and its great street are composed of pure gold, resembling clear or transparent glass.
This golden clarity is that of our golden light body, via which our I Am Self fully expresses itself.
John also is shown “a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, gushing out of the throne of
God and of the Lamb. In the midst of the city, and on either side of the river, was the tree of life,
which bore 12 kind of fruits, and each month it yielded one of its fruits; and the leaves of the
trees were for the healing of the people.”
The pure river is the outpouring and investing of the Holy Spirit, which flows into our cerebrum,
along our spine and through our nerves to every part of our body. Our spine is in the middle or
midst of the city of our body. The tree of life portrays our spinal cord and nerves. The 12 fruits
are the 12 thrones and the 12 powers. The green leaves are our I Am healing powers.
In John’s account, the tree of life is our golden light-body spine and nerves, which anchor down
and into our conscious and subconscious mind, like unto the two trees on either side of the
river. This is occurring with light workers in the West and the East, for the healing of humanity.
Visualization: Above your head, envision 12 golden nuggets of light that Spirit melts into
transparent golden light. This liquid gold flows like a river down into, and becomes invested in,
your cerebrum; and quickens, uplifts and enlightens all 12 cerebral thrones.
In the fullness of God’s time, the golden river of liquid light flows from your cerebrum down your
spine, which is a clear conduit down the middle of you. This is the Middle Way, the I Am way of
golden peace and love. Your spine is like the trunk of a tree. It becomes golden, as it holds and
transfers the golden frequencies of your golden light-body spine. You are a divine spine.
The golden river branches off into numerous smaller streams, like unto the spinal nerves that
emanate from your spine, which go to the left (subconscious) and right (conscious) sides of your
body. From them, the golden light radiates to the West and to the East.
At the base of the spine, nerves carry the golden impulses of light to your left and right legs.
These are like the roots of a tree, which anchor the tree deeply into the earth. In like manner,
see, feel and experience the anchoring of golden light in the cells and structures of your legs;
and out your feet into the earth, charging it with fourth-dimensional, Christ frequencies.
Be the golden tree of life that you are. Unite with the golden light bodies of the 144,000 elect all
around the planet. Join with the golden one, Sananda-Jesus the Christ, who is the Lamb, the
spiritual leader of all on Earth. Be divine peace and love in action. Invest yourself fully in the I
Am Nation, the new heaven on a new Earth. Heal humanity. So be it.
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